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The Circum Galactic Medium (CGM): Inflow and Outflow Caught in the Act

The challenge: 

Numbers! Numbers! Numbers!

• Stars <> ISM: Continuous cycles of star formation and stellar demise enrich the 
ISM with metals 

• Galaxy evolution governed by: star formation, gas flow interactions of galaxies 
with their surroundings, mergers.

large samples of CGM data hard to acquire in detail at all epochs
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• Lyman-α forest:  N(HI) < 1017.2 cm-2. 

• Lyman Limit systems: 1017.2 cm-2 < N(HI) < 1019 cm-2 . 

  
• Sub-damped Ly-α systems (sub-DLAs):  
   1019 cm-2 < N(HI) < 1020.3 cm-2 . 

  
• Damped Ly-α systems (DLAs):  N(HI) > 1020.3 cm-2 .

Different QSO absorbers:
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The Astrophysical Journal, 751:94 (22pp), 2012 June 1 Rakic et al.

Figure 6. Cuts through the unsmoothed 2D map from Figure 5, where red circles show median profiles in the transverse direction (i.e., parallel to the x-axis of
Figure 5), and gray squares show cuts along the LOS (i.e., parallel to the y-axis of Figure 5). The range of LOS separations and impact parameters included in the
strips along the respective y- and x-axis of Figure 5 is indicated in each panel. Distances along the LOS have been computed from the corresponding velocity interval
under the assumption of pure Hubble flow. Hence, differences between the red and black curves indicate redshift space distortions. The dashed horizontal line shows
the median Lyα optical depth of all the pixels in the spectra. With the exception of the last red circles and the corresponding gray squares, which correspond to
1.42–2.00 pMpc, the differences between the red and black curves in the first eight panels indicate that the signal has been smoothed in the LOS direction, probably
as a result of redshift errors and, most importantly, small-scale peculiar velocities. On the other hand, the differences revealed by the most distant points in the first six
panels or, equivalently (see text), by the first six points in the last panel, imply compression along the LOS. This compression indicates the presence of large-scale
infall onto the galaxies. Data plotted in this figure are tabulated in Table 2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

surprising considering the observations of large velocity fields in
the gas in star-forming galaxies (e.g., Steidel et al. 2010). Rudie
et al. (2012) use the KBSS sample to study Lyα absorption near
galaxies by decomposing the forest lines into Voigt profiles,
and they also detect the finger of God effect at small impact
parameters. After presenting a more detailed analysis of the
impact of redshift errors, they conclude that redshift errors alone
cannot account for the detected elongation of the absorption
signal along the LOS, which strengthens our conclusion. It
is also worth noting that even if redshift errors were solely
responsible for the finger of God effect, we can still safely
conclude that the detected peculiar motions of Lyα absorbing

gas near galaxies do not exceed ∼200 km s−1. However, this
does not mean that such gas does not reach higher velocities
very close to galaxies, as the smallest impact parameter in the
KBSS sample is ≈55 pkpc.

On the other hand, at distances >1.42 pMpc the situation is
reversed: the absorption is compressed in the LOS direction.
For impact parameters 1.42–2 pMpc and LOS separations
0–0.71 pMpc (0–165 km s−1; ninth (i.e., last) red circles in
panels 1–6) the absorption is stronger than for impact parameters
0–0.71 pMpc and LOS separations 1.42–2 pMpc (ninth black
square in panels 1–6). The same information is collected
in the last panel, which corresponds to strips separated by
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Lyman α absorbers around galaxies 
are blended on SDSS resolution scales 
(Rakic et al. 2012, Turner et al 2014) ...

The Astrophysical Journal, 750:67 (32pp), 2012 May 1 Rudie et al.
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Figure 9. Log column densities of the strongest NH i absorbers as a function of transverse distance. On the left we consider the max(NH i) statistic, log(NH i) of the
single strongest absorber per galaxy with |∆v| < 700 km s−1. On the right is the sum(NH i) statistic, the log of the sum of the NH i of all the absorbers within |∆v| <
700 km s−1. Asterisks represent the median value of the considered statistic in a given bin of Dtran. Dark vertical bars are their dispersions. The horizontal position of
the asterisks represents the median Dtran of the galaxies in that bin. The number of galaxies in each bin is indicated at the bottom of the plot. The dark horizontal line
is the median value drawn from the random distribution. The light shaded boxes are the bootstrapped symmetric 1σ dispersion in the median values of the samples
drawn from the random distribution. The bin size is 100 pkpc for absorbers with Dtran < 1 pMpc and 200 pkpc for those with Dtran > 1 pMpc. We increase in binning
to reduce the shot noise in the bins at Dtran > 2 pMpc, which have fewer galaxies due to the limited field of view of LRIS.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

to simulated data and can instead be compared to a simulation
“collapsed” along the line of sight.

Figure 9 clearly demonstrates that both max(NH i) and
sum(NH i) increase rapidly as one approaches a galaxy. In the
bin corresponding to the smallest impact parameters, Dtran <
100 pkpc, the median value of max(NH i) is more than two
orders of magnitude higher than that of a random location.
Moving outward, the median value decreases with increas-
ing Dtran to 300 pkpc, at which point the statistic “plateaus”
and remains significantly higher than the random sample out
to 2 pMpc. The plateau value in the galaxy-centric sample is
max(NH i) ≃ 1014.5 cm−2, while that of the random distribution
is max(NH i) ≃ 1014.1 cm−2. As we will discuss in Section 4.2.1,
max(NH i) begins to decline for Dtran > 2 pMpc.

A relevant question concerns the dependence of these statis-
tics on the size of the velocity window considered. In Figure 9,
we considered the maximum column density absorber within
±700 km s−1 of the systemic velocity of each galaxy. This cor-
responds to the full width of the velocity distribution shown
in Figure 6. However, it is clear from Figures 6 and 7 that
the majority of the excess strength of absorption falls within
±300 km s−1, especially for those systems with small impact
parameters. Figure 10 shows max(NH i, 300 km s−1); the trends
are similar, though in the more restricted velocity window the
peak on small scales is higher relative to random IGM loca-
tions—the median value in the first bin is 3 dex higher than the
random-redshift sample, and the extended floor of absorption
is increased to at least .5 dex above the median of the random-
redshift distribution. The more significant excess over random
of the 300 km s−1 version is primarily due to the exclusion of un-
related absorbers at large velocity separation; however, we note
that at Dtran > 1200 pkpc, the differential Hubble velocity asso-
ciated with this distance along the line of sight is >300 km s−1,
meaning that for large Dtran, it may be more appropriate to adopt
max(NH i, 700 km s−1) as the relevant statistic. Regarding the
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Figure 10. Same as Figure 9 but for the maximum column density absorber
within ±300 km s−1. Changing the velocity interval considered with the
max(NH i) statistic has little effect on the observed trends.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

sum statistic for the smaller velocity window (not shown), the
value of the plateau and that of the random sample is ∼0.3 dex
higher for sum(NH i, 300 km s−1) than for max(NH i, 300 km s−1),
similar to the variation in the statistics shown in Figure 9.

As we will argue in Sections 5 and 8.1, the velocity and
spatial scales of 300 km s−1 and 300 kpc capture the most
significant excess in both the column density and the number of
absorbers near galaxies. In Figure 11, we provide the individual
measurements max(NH i, 300 km s−1) for all galaxies in the
sample with Dtran < 300 pkpc. Note the large intrinsic scatter in
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...  have 
1014.5<NHI<1016.5 

100-300 kpc scales 
(Rudie et al. 2012) ...
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BLENDED HI AS A PROXY FOR CGM
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Perfect data

BOSS no noise

BOSS with noise
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• Pieri+2014
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“near galaxies” = CGM

300 pkpc 

 ±300 km/s 

Rudie et al. (2012) working 
definition

• Pieri+2014

GALAXIES IDENTIFIED IN ABSORPTION

Lyman break galaxies near bright quasar sightlines: VLT LBGs (Crighton 
et al 2011), subset of KBSS (Rudie et al 2012) 

Compare by matching BOSS resolution and binning
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1 of 4 in SDSS-III 2009-2014 
10k deg2 
Goal:1.6M galaxies and 
>150k forest quasars 
Resolution R = 2000

2<z<3.4 forest 

z<0.7 galaxies 

Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey

DR12 with 158k QSOs
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Lyα absorbers @ 
2.4<z<3.1

Complete DR12 Sample

Multiple lines/ 
elements/ions - 
breaking 
degeneracies: 

physical 
conditions of gas 

abundance 
patterns 

UV background 
shape, intensity

Composite Spectrum of Lyman α Forest Absorbers 
using BOSS Quasars 
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HI Column Density: Optically Thin Gas

7 Lyman series lines and opacity to ionizing photons (Lyman limit)

Impact of a subset of optically thick selected systems? 

Even with ‘perfect’ selection of all LLS+DLA, they wouldn’t dominate any 
metal line in the composite spectrum
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Metal Column densities
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Compared with Simple Models

Lower ionization potential
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Each model constrained by measured N(H I), solar abundance, UV background @ z ~ 2.7
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Compared with Simple Models

Lower ionization potential
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[X/H] ~ 
solar, ~90 
pc scale 
clumping

Each model constrained by measured N(H I), solar abundance, UV background @ z ~ 2.7
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Compared with a Simple Multi-phase Model

Lower ionization potential
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Summary

• Strong Lyman α forest lines arising in CGM regions show clustering 

• Clustered strong Lyman α  forest lines are blended in BOSS spectra: 
appropriate selection of flux decrement in BOSS spectra picks out CGM 
tracers 

• Stacking CGM tracers retrieve the metal signal associated with the CGM 
regions: power of large numbers 

• The picture emerging is of a clumpy, multi-phase CGM: dense, metal-rich 
clumps ~100pc and more ionised, slightly overdense gas. 
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Stay tuned …
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• Further exploration of the parameter space for multi-phase models, 
including: 

• The effect of abundance pattern: dust,  α enhancement? 

• Exploring the effect of background ionising radiation: proximity to 
galaxies 

•  Exploring line strength scatter: variance between various elements/ ion 
species to get a better picture of the multi-phase nature of the gas 

• Future large spectroscopic surveys such as DESI and WEAVE promise an 
order of magnitude increase in the spectra numbers and/or higher 
resolution and sir > Cosmic Web Mapping 
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Thanks!
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